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Introduction

This bibliographic guide covers immigration to the United States between 1941-2001. Unlike the previous century, during which the vast majority of immigrants were European, these newer immigrants have come primarily from Central America and Southeast Asia. Many have entered the United States to escape the violent conflicts and ensuing chaos in their own countries (conflicts in which the United States has often been involved). Others, like millions before them, have simply sought a better standard of living and brighter future for their children.

This guide is intended as a bibliographical tool for those seeking an introduction to this period of American immigration. It is by no means comprehensive. It should, however, provide a solid foundation for initial exploration as well as a platform for further research.

The guide is divided into several sections. The first covers broad topics such as work, illegal immigration, education, and public opinion. The second is divided according to immigrant group. The third provide a geographic breakdown by state (although not all states are represented).

All of the works listed are monographs and their shelf-marks appear in parentheses at the end of each entry. The majority of works are held at the British Library at St Pancras, London. A shelf-mark prefaced by ‘DSC’ indicates that the work is held at the Document Supply Centre in Boston Spa, Yorkshire, but may be ordered for reading in London.
Subjects

‘Brain Drain’


Economy


**Education**


ZONDAG, Koen. *Far Away and Nearby: A Comparison of Bilingual Education in the United States (Cubans, Franco-Americans, Mexicans and Navajos) and Western Europe (Frisians and Celts).* Ljouwert: Fryslan, 1987. (YA.1990.a.20411)

**Families**


**General**


Illegal/Undocumented Immigration


**Immigrant Press**


**Immigration Policy/Law**


Language


Media


Politics/Society


Public Opinion


**Refugee Policy**


**Women**


**Work**


Ethnic Groups

Africans


Arabs


Armenians


Asians, see also individual ethnic groups


**Brazilians**


**British**

Canadians


Cambodians


Central Americans


**Chileans**


**Chinese**


**Cubans**


TORRES, Maria de los Angeles. *In the Land of Mirrors: Cuban Exile Politics in the United States*. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999. (DSC: m00/24172)

ZONDAG, Koen. *Far Away and Nearby: A Comparison of Bilingual Education in the United States (Cubans, Franco-Americans, Mexicans and Navajos) and Western Europe (Frisians and Celts)*. Ljouwert, 1987. (YA.1990.a.20411)

**Dominicans**


**Europeans, general**


**Filipinos**


**Germans**


**Greeks**


**Guatemalans**


**Haitians**


STEPICK, Alex. *Haitian Refugees in the U.S.* London: Minority Rights Group, 1982. (P.803/299(52))


**Hispanics**


**Hmong**


OLNEY, Douglas P. *A Bibliography of the Hmong (Miao) of Southeast Asia and the Hmong Refugees in the United States*. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1983. (2725.g.545)

## Indians


## Indochinese


---

**Iranians**


---

**Irish**


---

**Japanese**


---

**Jews**


GOLD, Steven J. *From the Workers State to the Golden State: Jews from the Former Soviet Union*. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1995. (DSC: 96/11710)


Koreans


**Laotians**


**Latinos**

COHEN, Lucy M. *Culture, Disease, and Stress among Latino Immigrants.* Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1979.  (AS.910/169)


**Mexicans**


Pacific Islanders


Poles


Portuguese


WILLIAMS, Jerry R. *And Yet They Come: Portuguese Immigration from the Azores to the United States*. New York: Center for Migration Studies, 1982. (X.800/39994)

Puerto Ricans


**Russians**

GOLD, Steven J. *From the Workers State to the Golden State: Jews from the Former Soviet Union.* Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1995.  (DSC: 96/11710)


**Salvadorans**


**Sikhs**


Southeast Asians


Taiwanese


Vietnamese


**West Indians**


States

California


GOLD, Steven J. *From the Workers State to the Golden State: Jews from the Former Soviet Union*. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1995. (DSC: 96/11710)


**Florida**


**Illinois**


**Massachusetts**


**Minnesota**


**New Jersey**

New York


PAPADEMETRIOU, Demetrios G. New Immigrants to Brooklyn and Queens: Policy Implications, Especially with Regard to Housing. Staten Island: The Center, 1986. (LB.31.b.17250)


Ohio


Pennsylvania


Texas


Washington, DC


Wisconsin